Literature Review
Chong and Pinter [1] used finite element analysis to determine the stress concentration factor around large holes in tensile strips in terms of the size of the openings. Durelli et al. [2] experimentally evaluated the large strains around elliptical holes and used photoelasticity to determine the stresses at those locations. Chen [3] developed an element with a circular hole and Piltner [4] introduced one with circular or elliptical holes. These special elements are used at the hole locations at the region near the hole boundary to resolve the stress concentrations while regular elements are used at other locations. The stresses in these elements are determined using a numerical implementation of the aforementioned complex variable method.
Various methods have been used by different researchers to determine the stresses around the cutout in a plate. Chen [5] used special finite element method to obtain the stress concentration around hole in infinite plate. Wang et al [6] used complex boundary integral method to obtain the stress field in an infinite plate with multiple circular hole. Muskhelishvilli [7] has introduced a complex variable method to solve the problems of theory of elasticity. Savin [8] 
Introduction
Consider a plate with a centrally located hole and the plate is subjected to uniform tensile load at the ends. Stress distribution at a section A-A passing through the hole and another section BB away from the hole are shown in figure. Stress distribution away from the hole is uniform but at AA there is a sharp rise in stress in the vicinity of the hole. Stress concentration factor kt or kc is defined here as, kt =σ3/σavg ,where σavg at section AA is simply , Fig no. 1: variation of stress near the discontinuity This is the theoretical or geometric stress concentration factor and the factor is not affected by the material properties.
In general case it is possible to calculate kt by using elliptical discontinuity on the plate .In that case kt is given by -
Where b is the semi-axis of the hole perpendicular to the direction of the hole and a is the semi -axis of the hole in the direction of the hole.
Stress concentration factors may also be obtained using any one of the following experimental techniques: In design under fatigue loading, stress concentration factor is used in modifying the values of endurance limit while in design under static loading it simply acts as stress modifier. This means Actual stress= kt ×calculated stress.
For ductile materials under static loading effect of stress concentration is not very serious but for brittle materials even for static loading it is important.
It is found that some materials are not very sensitive to the existence of notches or discontinuity. In such cases it is not necessary to use the full value of kt and instead a reduced value is needed. This is given by a factor known as fatigue strength reduction factor Kf and this is defined as: Kf = Endurance limit of notch free specimens/ Endurance limit of notched specimens Another term called Notch sensitivity factor, q is often used in design and this is defined as following -
The value of 'q' usually lies between 0 and 1. If q=0, Kf =1 and this indicates no notch sensitivity. If however q=1, then Kf = Kt and this indicates full notch sensitivity.
The stress concentration factor can be obtained in following ways-
1) Analytically
2) Experimentally
3) Computationally

Analytically
Using the elastic theory concepts in plane stress condition, any applied stress condition can be modeled as plane stress condition and required value of maximum plane stress and minimum plane stress can be obtained.
Experimentally
There are different experimental methods to obtain the maximum strains around a circular hole under different loading conditions.
Some of them are-
Photo-elastic stress analysis techniques
Using standard strain gauge techniques
Using the above techniques different graphs has been plotted. These graphs are used to calculate the stress concentration factor directly and are used as a standard.
Computationally
Current work focuses on maximum stress around the hole by applying the above said loading conditions computationally using Ansys.
The maximum stress obtained is divided by the applied stress called as nominal stress to obtain the stress concentration factor.
Following cases have been discussed in the project- 
On modeling the required specimen on Ansys, analysis was carried and following result was obtained- 
Analytically
We can obtain the stress concentration factor for this case as follows Kt = σmax / σ ,Kt =3
Computationally
On modeling the required specimen on Ansys, analysis was carried and following result was obtained-  FEA can be conveniently used to replace experimental and analytical analysis.
 Stress concentration factor for analytical, experimental and FEA are analysed suitably.
